
HOW CAN CEAT BUILD AND 
DEVELOP A GROWING COMMUNITY?

CHALLENGE QUESTION

(Telegraphindia.com 2019)

_STAKEHOLDER MAP_

Centre for Entrepreneurial Agri-Technology (CEAT) is an 
innovative space used to conduct research for the development 
of technology to tackle agricultural challenges. CEAT is driven by 
the desire to build an innovative ecosystem through establishing 
strong relationships with researchers, innovators and 
government to create an environment where agri-tech can offer 
solutions to real-life agricultural problems. 

CEAT also acts as a foundation for networking opportunities, 
expertise and access to world-leading infrastructure. Currently, 
CEAT has 5 startups operating in its innovation hub: FluroSat, 
Gondwana Genomics, PPB Technology, Scientific Instruments 
Australia and Wildlife Drones. 
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Reasoning for value chain:
My approach to building this value chain is to incorporate stakeholders that can help 
CEAT spread awareness and influence initiative in the community. The selected 
stakeholders have varying levels of influence and expertise but share the same goal: 
the willingness to make changes that can positively impact the environment, 
regardless of whether the impact is big or small. 



STAKEHOLDER 1: STARTUPS WITHIN HUB 

PERSONA: INNOVATIVE RISK-TAKERS
CREATE NEW TECHNOLOGY THAT SOLVES FUNDAMENTAL CHALLENGES IN FOOD SAFETY, PLANT GENETICS AND AGRICULTURE.

GAINS PAINS
“Creating innovation, it forces people think and 

act differently.”
“It’s hard and it takes a long time.” 

CUSTOMER JOBS
“Our technology would need to be adapted to suit 

the particular needs of the markets.”

1. Innovative technology can help people save time, 
money and effort.

a. transforming agriculture by increased 
efficiency when performing a task.

b. increased availability of information 
for consumers.

2. Developing technology that is agriculturally and 
environmentally conscious.

3. Maintain balance: new solutions increase 
productivity whilst maintaining the environment.

4. “Challenges faced in this industry force us to 
innovate and think what is possible, not what is 
not”.

5. The ability to connect with people from all around 
the world. 

1. Money can be scarce and highly 
transient.

2. There is significant competition in this space. 
3. The technology is new, made up of unique 

hardware and software  → has its own hurdles to 
overcome.

4. Letting people know that the technology exists.
5. Educating consumers about the technology’s 

potential benefit.
6. Being unique pioneers in their field, consulting 

others is not an option → learn from their own 
mistakes. 

7. Finding people with the right skill set or 
motivation to innovate. It is critical that the next 
generation of innovators has an interest in 
agri-tech.

8. Operating a small business or start-up can be 
isolating. 

● Part of CEAT’s community:
○ access to existing expertise, 

networking opportunities and 
like-minded entrepreneurs.

● Committed to using research and technology to 
finding new ways to combat agricultural and 
environmental related challenges, creating an 
innovative ecosystem. 

● High-tech companies that specialise in designing 
and manufacturing sophisticated technology.



STAKEHOLDER 2: AGRITECH RESEARCH FACILITIES

PERSONA: BOUNDARY PUSHERS 
USE RESEARCH TO DEVELOP NEW WAYS TO CONFRONT CURRENT AND UPCOMING AGRICULTURAL CHALLENGES.

GAINS PAINS
“You make a mistake, make a new discovery and 

learn as you progress.”
“Huge competition and people don’t always 

have the right motivation.” 

CUSTOMER JOBS
“The community has to be part of the dialogue to 
ensure that research and development are in tune 

with and are ready to solve real life problems.”
1. Increased efficiency: time, money, resources:

a. cheaper food, reduced environmental 
impact.

2. Increased capabilities by making an idea possible 
→ increases variety and choice.

3. Reduces social pressure of limited resources and 
food:

a. lifts people out of poverty,
b. improvement in quality of life.

4. There is a compelling reason to work in this space 
→ social responsibility

a. find ways to sustainably acquire food 
as there are challenges facing 
agriculture in the future.

5. “It is fast paced, things change rapidly and you 
are forced to adapt quickly.”

1. It is a full time job to source funding.
2. Not being able to find people with the right skills, 

experience or motivations.
a. performing well requires teams with a 

variety of disciplines and viewpoints.
3. Research is a lengthy process, often the potential 

solution is simple but making it work is hard.
a. Good quality research is not quick or 

flexible. 
4. Agritech research is competitive and it is not 

always the incentive to work collaboratively.
5. “Takes 5-10 years to get an idea into the market 

and there is on average a 95% failure rate.”
6. Often, there are widely differing viewpoints and 

levels of understanding, which hinders the path to 

● Developing capabilities that solve primary 
challenges in the agricultural space:

○ food scarcity,
○ environmental impact.

● Push at the boundaries of what is possible to 
unlock a better future for the community. 

● Being mindful of people and the environment, 
adds value and meaning to the job.

● Offer a sense of community by the sharing of 
knowledge and promotion of continued learning. 



STAKEHOLDER 3: LOCAL GROCERS

PERSONA: MINDFUL GATHERER
SOURCE AND STOCK LOCAL PRODUCE TO PROMOTE ENVIRONMENTALLY-CONSCIOUS CHOICES AND SUSTAINABLE LIVING

GAINS PAINS
“An independent business gives you the opportunity 
to define your fears and run towards them. That is 

why we encourage sustainable consumption.”

“You cannot compete on price, so you have to 
be clever about how you use your resources.” 

CUSTOMER JOBS
“Everything we do is done in our fashion, from the 

ingredients we choose to values we want to 
encourage.”

1. Inspires a more sustainable lifestyle. 
2. Promoting the consumption of local produce:

a. Greater nutrient density, 
b. “Less time from paddock to plate”.
c. Reduces environmental impact by 

lowering kilometres travelled. 
d. Supports local farmers.

3. Interacting with customers.
4. Smaller grocery stores enable experience 

through:
a. service that is personal,
b. specialised, high-quality products.

5. “Creating the store and experience we wish 
existed for ourselves keeps us authentic and 
focussed.”

6. Being part of the local community and taking 
pride in it. 

1. High costs of operations, 
wages/electricity/rent/freight versus what the 
consumer is willing to spend. 

2. Cash flow dictates a threshold on innovation and 
outreach.

a. makes differentiating from large 
supermarkets a difficult task.

3. Competitors moving into the area. 
a. potential online demand.

4. Food waste is enormous.
5. Big supermarkets taking over small 

boutique/organic brands and offering cheaper 
alternatives. 

6. Compared to large supermarkets, small local 
grocers have “a marketing budget of near to 
nothing”.

7. Cost of operations rising.
8. Recession can drive people to opt for quick-fix 

feel good options. 

● Canberra-based.
● Stock ingredients sourced locally to promote 

sustainable consumption decisions and local 
farmers.

● Creating a space that has a community feel:
○ offers convenience
○ inspires a passion for wholesome food
○ personalised shopping experience

● Mission to support local Canberran producers, 
offering a retail space to taste the specialties 
from the local community. 



STAKEHOLDER 4: SMALL GARDENING/FARMING COMMUNITIES

PERSONA: GREEN TEACHER
PROVIDES A SPACE FOR PEOPLE TO SHARE THEIR PASSION FOR GARDENING/FARMING. 

GAINS PAINS
“The sense of building something sustainable 

and long-term for the local community.”
“Initiative is key. The impact you make does not 
have to be monumental, but taking initiative is 
crucial before any scale of change takes place.” 

CUSTOMER JOBS
“Wanting to improve the planet we all share and 

rely on to live.”

1. Developing friendships with people who share the 
same passion for environment. 

a. companionship greatly increases 
motivation.

2. “More knowledge about how the ecosystems work 
spread across a larger number of people has the 
potential to strengthen the drive for solutions to the 
environmental crisis that we are facing.”

3. Learning from others by leveraging skills and 
expertise. 

4. Gives people skills that they can incorporate back 
into their own lives. 

5. The gardening becomes a space to conduct 
educational workshops about food forests and 
gardening. 

6. Revitalise neglected patches of land:
a. improve the soil to create a permanent 

food forest,
b. creates a habitat for insects and birds.

7. Engages people who are unaware of how to play a 
part in environmental preservation.

1. Finding a location and getting government 
approval to use it. 

2. Lack of access to volunteers to build the 
environment. 

3. Insecurity of tenure.
4. Cost of base infrastructure. 
5. Cutting through the noise of daily life. 

a. people are busy and do not have time 
to engage.

6. People having various perspectives about how 
best to use the land. 

● A place for people to enjoy themselves, the 
company of others and learn new skills.

● To educate people about the importance of the 
ecosystem and how it works. 

● Develop clear procedures and responsibilities that 
aim to promote the importance of communal 
gardening/farming. 

● Identify community resources.
● Exists to help people understand the relationship 

between the process and the product. 
● Use the gardening/farming community to develop 

a clear means of communication for people.
● Collective contribution to the maintenance of the 

environment. 



-KEY INSIGHTS + RELEVANCE TO THE CHALLENGE QUESTION-

KEY 
INSIGHTS

(accumulated from 
examining all the 

characteristics belonging 
to the stakeholders)

Relevance to the challenge question:
The challenge question puts emphasis on how to “build and develop a growing community”. The key insights collected placed great significance on what the stakeholders are doing 
individually as companies try to tackle agricultural/sustainable issues. 
Stakeholder 1: Startups within hub - directly work with CEAT to grow the agritech community.
Stakeholder 2: Agritech Research Facilities - passion for finding agricultural solutions, contributes to the development of agritech, helps finds solutions to tackle agricultural 
problems. They work with other people researchers → diversified pool of expertise increases the spread and input into agritech awareness. 
Stakeholder 3: Local grocers - buying locally supports local growers, promotes social and emotional consciousness for community and the environment.
Stakeholder 4: Small gardening/farming communities - targeting smaller groups can help spread the message, specifically CEAT’s outcome KP1. People participating in the activity  
→ step into the farmer’s shoes → learn about benefits of consuming local produce → support local producers. The more knowledge they have, their willingness to help out 
increases. The communities can flourish into a bigger network of people, which they can then use to potentially join CEAT in spreading awareness in the community. 

A common characteristic shared between the selected 
stakeholders are that they are dependent on 

establishing strong relationships to build large 
networks. Community is crucial as it 

provides a sense of connectedness and 
gives meaning and focus to the job they 

need to accomplish.

There is value-added when the stakeholders 
go beyond what their job qualifies them to 

do. On top of selling groceries or developing 
technology, the value they place on 

environmental preservation stems from 
feeling a sense of social and 
environmental responsibility. 

As all the stakeholders have a part to play 
in environmental preservation, their 

main motivation comes from fear 
of the irreversible effects of current 

unsustainable lifestyle choices and habits 
on the environment. 

With the knowledge that taking initiative 
to tackle agricultural issues comes in 

different forms, the stakeholders all 
have their unique and seperate 

ways of engaging the community 
to participate, regardless of what 

industry they are in to maximise the use 
of their platform.

The purpose of a farming/gardening 
community is used as a means of 
communication between people in 

the local community whilst giving back to 
the environment.
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